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Abstract Representation based classification method (RBCM) has attracted much attention in the last decade. 
RBCM exploits the linear combination of training samples to represent the test sample, which then be classified 
according to the minimum reconstruction residual. Recently, an interesting concept, Inverse Representation (IR), is 
proposed. It is the inverse process of the conventional RBCM, which applies test samples' information to represent 
each training sample, and then classify the training sample as a useful supplementary for the final classification. The 
relative algorithm called CIRLRC, integrating IR and linear regression classification (LRC) by score fusing, does 
show the superior classification performance. However, there are two main drawbacks in CIRLRC. One it is not a 
pure IR, for the test vector contains some training sample information. The other is the computation inefficiency that 
CIRLRC should solve C  linear equations for classifying the test sample respectively, where
 
C  is the number of 
the classes. Therefore, we present a novel method integrating simplified IR(SIR) and collaborative representation 
classification (CRC) for face recognition (SIRCRC). In SIRCRC, only test sample information is fully used in SIR, 
and CRC is more efficient than LRC in terms of speed, that is, 1 linear equation system is needed. Extensive 
experimental results on face databases show that it is very competitive with both CIRLRC and the state-of-the-art 
RBCM. 
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1 Introduction 
   Representation based classification method (RBCM) has emerged as a powerful tool in a 
wide range of application fields, especially in signal processing[1,2], image processing[3-5] and  
visual tracking[6, 7]. Also, it plays an important role in biometrics recognition, such as 
face[8-12], palmprint[13], ear[14], fingerprint[15] and iris[16]. RBCM requires a test sample to 
be sparsely represented by a weighted sum of all the training samples. According to the type of 







norm( 10 << p ). 
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   It is reported that 0l
 
norm can measure the sparsity, while it is not tractable due to NP-hard 




minimization is widely used in RBCM. 
Sparse Representation based Classification (SRC) [8] can be referred as the milestone of RBCM 
in face recognition. In SRC, the query face image is coded as a sparse linear combination of all 
the training samples via 1l
 
norm minimization. Not only it yields high recognition accuracy in 
face databases, but also it is robust to face occlusion and corruption. The success of SRC boots 
the research of sparsity based pattern classification, and the extensive RBCM with 1l
 
norm 
minimization have been proposed, such as sparse coding for face recognition[17] and sparse 
image classification [18]. However, some researchers doubt about the role of sparsity in face 
recognition[9]. Lei Zhang et. al. pointed out that it is collaborate representation (CR, i.e. 
representing the query image collaboratively by samples from all the classes) not 1l
 
norm 
sparsity to contribute the final classification accuracy. The non-sparse 2l
 
norm to calculate the 
representation coefficients could lead to similar recognition but significantly high computational 
speed. Based on 2l
 
norm CR, they proposed a simple but more efficient collaborate 
representation classification (CRC). But it is noted that all the feature elements both in SRC and 
CRC share the same coding vector over their associated sub-dictionaries. This requirement 
ignores the fact that the feature elements in a pattern not only share similarities but also have 
differences. Therefore, Meng Y. et. al. present relaxed collaborative representation (RCR)[11] 
model to effectively exploit the similarity and distinctiveness of features. Also, Liner regression 
classification (LRC)[12] can be referred as a 2l
 
norm based on the linear regression model. In 




norm minimization, some researchers are trying to solve the 
sparse representation problem with the pl
 




11.0 ，，=p or 
0.9[19-21]. More information about RBCM can be found in the review of Ref.[22]. 
   More Recently, an interesting concept, Inverse Representation (IR)[23], is proposed. In 
essence, IR is the inverse process of RBCM, i.e. it classifies the training sample using the test 
sample's information. The relative algorithm CIRLRC is integrating IR and linear regression 
classification (LRC) by score fusing. It does show the superior classification performance. 
However, there are two main drawbacks in CIRLRC. One it is not a pure IR, for the test vector 
contains some training sample information. The other is the computation inefficiency that 
CIRLRC should solve C  linear equations for classifying the test sample respectively, where
 
C  
is the number of the classes. Therefore, we present a novel method integrating simplified IR(SIR) 
and collaborative representation classification (CRC) for face recognition (SIRCRC). In 
SIRCRC, only test sample information and its mirror images are fully used in SIR, and CRC is 
more efficient than LRC in terms of speed, that is, 1 linear equation system is needed. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief review of some related 
works. Section 3 presents the proposed SIRCRC method and some analysis. Section 4 performs 
experiments and Section 5 concludes the paper. 
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2 Review of related works 
2.1 Presentation of CIRLRC[23] 
    The proposed CIRLRC in Ref.[23] exploits the conventional LRC and IR to generate two 
kinds of scores, and then combine them by score fusing to recognize the face. The comparison of 
LRC and CRC presents in Section 2.2. In CIRLRC, the IR is the inverse process of LRC and 
mirror samples are used to form the visual samples. Assume that there are C classes and each 
class has n
 
training samples. We denote ],,[ 1 NxxX L=  as all the N  training samples, and 
Yy ∈ as the test sample. The main steps in CIRLRC is as follows: 
Step 1 Mirror samples creation. Calculate the mirror samples[24] of training samples x and 
test sample y , respectively, denoted as vx  and 
vy . 
Step 2 LRC process. Let the training sample vector contains original samples and its mirror 
images, denoted as )]([ 1)1(1)1(11 CnNxxxxxxxxX vNv nCNnCvnvn ==′ +−+− LLLLL . The 
linear system is iiXy α
′
= , Ci ,,1L= . Using LRC method to classify each test 
sample and yield one score named LRCS . 
Step 3 IR process. 
a) Test vector definition. For the j -th class, combine all the naive training samples 
from the other classes, the naive test sample and virtual test sample to form the test 
vector Z , where ][ 111 vCjj yyXXXXZ ′′′′= +− LL . 
b) IR classification. Z acts as the training vector and each naive training sample from 
the j -th class acts as the test sample. Then apply inverse LRC to classify each 








. For the j -th class, the mean of 0kd  is used as 
the distance between the test sample and the j -th class and is denoted by jd . It 
yields the other score named IRLRCS . 
Step 4 Score fusing. The final score is calculated by IRLRCLRC SSS 21 ωω +=  ,                                                 
where 1ω and 2ω  are fusing coefficients, and 121 =+ ωω . According to the final 
score, classify the test sample finally. 
    We can observe that the test vector contains some training sample information in Step 3. 
Therefore it is not a pure IR. In the proposed SIRCRC, we simplify the IR definition, which 
contains only test sample information, which have a better classification accuracy. 
2.2 Comparison of LRC and CRC 
In this subsection, we present the comparison of LRC and CRC. Table 1 and Table 2 




Table 1: The LRC Algorithm 
1. 1ˆ ×∈ iPi Rβ is evaluated against each class model,  
       
CiyXXX Tii
T
ii ,,2,1,)(ˆ 1 L== −β                                                 (1) 
2. Calculate the distance between original and predicted response variable  
     
2
ˆ)( iii Xyyd β−= , Ci ,,2,1 L=                                                   (2) 
3. If )(minarg ydk ii= , then the test sample is assigned to the k -th class.     
 
Table 2: The CRC Algorithm 
1. Normalize the columns of X to have unit 2l  -norm. 
2. Code y over by  
       
yXIXX TT 1)(ˆ −+= λρ
   
                                               (3) 
3. Compute the regularized residuals 
     2
ˆ iii Xyr ρ−= , Ci ,,2,1 L=                                                       (4) 
4. Output the identity of y as 
     Identity( y ) }{minarg ii r= . 
 
During the residual calculation process, both LRC and CRC fall into the 2l  minimization 
category according to Eq. (2) and Eq. (4). We can observe from the tables, that the main 
difference lies in Eq. (1) and Eq. (3). Indeed, LRC and CRC are based on the different ideas. The 
former is based on the linear regression model, and the latter is the collaborate representation. 
But, they can all be attributed to the minimum squired error (MSE) problem. As for Eq. (1), in 
general, we use the following to make the least square solution stable and to impose a weaker 




ii ,,2,1,)(ˆ 1 L=+= −λβ                                               (5) 
where λ is a positive constant, which is the same in Eq. (3). However, in Eq. (1), LRC should 
solve C  linear equations for classifying the test sample respectively, where C  is the number 
of the classes. And Eq. (3) in CRC is more efficient than LRC in terms of speed, that is, one 
linear equation system is needed. Therefore, we prefer CRC in the proposed method.    
3 Description of proposed method SIRCRC 
3.1  SIRCRC Framework 
    In this subsection, we illustrate the proposed SIRCRC in detail. Comparing to the CIRLRC, 
we make two improvements. One is the simplification of IR definition, which is more reasonable 
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and leads to higher classification accuracy. The other lies in the integrating the presented SIR to 
CRC instead of LRC, which produces higher computation speed. It is well known that the 
number of training samples is always bigger than that of test samples in real applications. When 
we try to consider the test vector as the training samples according to the IR definition, we need 
to enlarge its number. In other words, we need to construct visual test samples. Mirror image is a 
simple but effective method[24]. Let ],,[ 1 NxxX L=  stand for the training sample vector, and 
],,[ 1 MyyY L= is the test sample vector respectively. Suppose that there are C  classes and each 
class has n  training samples and m  testing samples. Obviously, CnN =  and CmM = . 
knix +− )1(  stands for the k -th training sample of the i -th class. Similarly, pmjy +− )1(  stands for the 
p -th training sample of the j -th class. 
    The proposed method is described as follows. First, it forms the test vector by test sample 
and its mirror image. Note that all the test sample information is in the test vector, no training 
information at all, not like CIRLRC. We think it is more natural according to the IR essence. 
Further, for score fusing, more uncorrelated in each item, better recognition rate it yields. SIR 
definition is more independent than IR. Second, we obtain the optimal linear training samples 
from every class to represent the test sample, and calculates the score of each class. Here the 
classical CRC method is applied. Third, we conduct SIR on the base of CRC. Finally, it fuses the 
scores produced from the second and third steps for the ultimate classification. These steps are 
presented in detail below. 
Step 1 Produce the test vector. It contains two parts, original test sample and mirror images. 
For original test sample y  in the form of face image, the virtual test sample is defined 
as 
    SsTtsStystyv ,,1,,,1),1,(),( LL ==+−=
                            
(6) 
whereT is the rows and S  is the columns of the face image matrix. The relationship 
between y  and vy  is that column vector vy is obtained by concatenating the rows of 
y in sequence.  
Step 2 CRC procedure. We first establish the linear system  
    
XAy =                                                                  (7) 
In order to simultaneously minimize the norm of the solution vector, we give an 
objective function as min AXAy λ+= . Hereafter ⋅ always denotes the 2l norm. 
Therefore, we solve A  using 
   
YXIXXA TT 1)(ˆ −+= λ
                                              (8) 
λ and I stand for a small positive constant and the identity matrix, respectively. We 
calculate the score between the test sample y  and the i -th class using AXys ii ˆ−= . 
Step 3 SIR procedure. Define the test vector Z first.  
6 
   
][ vYYZ =
                                                              
(9) 
Then we establish a linear system for each naive training sample as βZX = . β is 
solved using  
   
XZIZZ TT )(ˆ λβ +=
                                                (10) 
λ and I still stand for a small positive constant and the identity matrix, respectively. 
We use the following  
    
ZXd ii βˆ−=
                                                           
(11)
 
as the distance of between the test sample X and the training sample Z .
 
 
Step 4 Score fusing. For test sample y , we first normalize its scores and "distance" with 
respect to all the classes using  
    )/()( minmaxmin sssss jj −−=′
                                             
(12) 
    )/()( minmaxmin ddddd jj −−=′
                                           
(13) 
where ),,min( 1min Csss L= , ),,max( 1max Csss L= , ),,min( 1min Cddd L= ,
),,max( 1max Cddd L= . It uses jjj dst ′+′= 21 ωω to calculate the ultimate score with 
respect to the j -th class. 1ω and 2ω are the weights and 121 =+ ωω . Because 
conventional representation seems to be more reliable in evaluating the dissimilarity 
than the SIR, we often assigns a larger value to 1ω in comparison to 2ω . If 
jj tk minarg= , then test sample y  is assigned to the k -th class. 
3.2  Analysis of SIRCRC 
   The proposed SIRCRC method has two main contributions. One is that the simplification of 
IR. The other is that we apply CRC instead of LRC.  
   We can observe from Step 3 in the original CIRLRC that the test vector contains three parts: 
original training sample, the test sample and its mirror images. In the proposed SIRCRC, we 
simplify it by getting rid of the naive training sample. The essence of IR is the inverse procedure 
of conventional RBCM. Hereafter, in SIRCRC we make the best of the test sample information. 
Another drawback of IR definition in CIRLRC lies in the distance calculation phase. Owing to 
the training sample part in the test vector of IR, we couldn't calculate them to the naive training 
sample. Therefore, CIRLRC calculate the other two parts respectively and then average them. As 
for SIR in SIRCRC, all the information in the test vector is about test sample, we can compute 
the residual difference directly. It is natural, simple and efficient.  
   As it has analyzed in CIRLRC, in real-world applications, the error exists in both the test 
sample and the training one. The conventional RBCM is based on the least-squares algorithm, 
which takes only the error in the test sample into account. Actually, Eq. (7) can be rewritten as 
   
yyyXA ∆+== 0                                                                  (14) 
where 0y  and y∆  stand for the true test sample and error, respectively. And it generates the 
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following objective function: 
   yyXAtsAyyA ∆+=+∆=∆ 0..)min(arg},ˆ{ λ                                    (15) 
While the IR takes only the error in the training sample into account. The equation xZ =β  can 
be rewritten as  
   
xxxZ ∆+== 0β                                                                   (16) 
where 0x  and x∆  stand for the true train sample and error, respectively. It is easy to know that 
the relative objective function is as follows: 
   
xxZtsxx ∆+=+∆=∆ 0..)min(arg},ˆ{ ββλβ
                                   
(17) 
We see from the above presentation that it allows the error both in the test sample and the 
training sample to be considered and processed simultaneously. This will be beneficial to achieve 
good face recognition performance. However, Eq. (16) takes account of error in the training 
sample on the right side, but the error of the training sample in the test vector is neglected. When 
we use the proposed SIR, this drawback will be tackled. 
   Both CIRLRC and the presented SIRCRC adopt the integrating technique and score fusing 
finally. In score level fusion, if correlation coefficient between the two kinds of scores to fuse is 
low, the fusion result is usually good. That is to say, a smaller correlation coefficient allows the 
fusion to better accuracy. Let x  and
 
y
 be two variables. Generally, we define the correlation 
coefficient between them as 




                                                  
(18) 
where ))]())(([(),cov( yEyxExEyx −−= . As for the two residuals s  and
 
d from Step 2 and 
Step 3 respectively, we calculate the correlation coefficient between them, that is  

























   Table 1 shows the mean of all the correlation coefficients of the scores and distances of the 
test samples from the ORL database. The highest mean of correlation coefficients of CIRLRC is 
0.5469, while that in SIRCRC is 0.4939. It implies that SIRCRC has lower difference than 
CIRLRC, and hence the better fusion performance. 
   Fig. 1 depicts the scores and distances of the last test sample, obtained using Steps 2 and 3 in 
the case where the first 5 face images of each subject in the ORL database are used as training 
samples and the others are taken as test samples. Fig.1(a) is SIRCRC and Fig.1(b) is CIRLRC. 
We can observe that in the former there are 3 points with similar data, while the latter has 9 such 
points. Hence, for SIRCRC, the difference of the correlation coefficient of scores in CRC and 
distance in SIR is greater than that in CIRLRC. Fig. 2 depicts the scores and distances, of the last 
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test sample from the subset of the FERET database, obtained using Steps 2 and 3 in the case 
where the first 4 images of each subject are used as training samples and the rest as the test 
samples. We can easily draw the similar conclusion to Fig. 1.  
 
Table 1 Mean of all the correlation coefficients of the residuals from Step 2 and Step 3 of CIRLRC and the 
proposed SIRCRC in ORL face database. 
Training sample per class 3 4 5 
CIRLRC 0.5469 0.5266 0.5024 
SIRCRC 0.4939 0.4863 0.4733 
 
 
 a. SIRCRC                               b. CIRLRC 
Fig. 1 Residuals of the last test sample obtained using steps 2 and 3 of the methods. Fig. 1(a) is SIRCRC and 
Fig. 1(b) is CIRLRC. The first 5 images of each subject in the ORL database are used as training samples and 
the others are taken as test samples. The vertical axis shows the values of residuals and the horizontal axis 
shows the no. of the component of the normalized score vector and distance vector. 
 
 
 a. SIRCRC                                b. CIRLRC 
Fig. 2 Residuals of the last test sample obtained using steps 2 and 3 of the methods. Fig.2 (a) is SIRCRC and 
Fig. 2 (b) is CIRLRC. The first 4 images of each subject in the FERET database are used as training samples 
and the others are taken as test samples. The vertical axis shows the values of residuals and the horizontal axis 




   We use the ORL, FERET and Georgia Tech(GT) databases to test the presented SIRCRC. Fig. 
3-5 gives some samples of these face databases. We compare it with CIRLRC[23], and some 
state-of-art face recognition methods as well, such as SRC[8], LRC[12], CRC[9]and RCR[11]. In 
SIRCRC, we guarantee the two weights 121 =+ ωω . Therefore, we just show the value of 1ω . 
While in CIRLRC, we only adopt the optimal weights. And the parameter λ in Eq.(8) and 















Fig. 5. Some samples from GT face database. 
 
4.1 Experiments on the ORL face database 
 
    We use the ORL face database [24] to evaluate our method. There are 400 gray images from 
40 subjects. Every subject provides 10 images. For some subjects, the images were taken at 
different times, with varying lighting, facial expressions and facial details. Each image was also 
resized to an image with one half of the original size by using the down-sampling algorithm. We 
respectively take the first 2, 3 and 4 face images of each subject as original training samples and 
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treated the remaining face images as test samples. The experimental results are shown in Table 2. 
It shows that both CIRLRC and SIRCRC are able to perform better than the classical RBCM, 
such as SRC, RCR, and LRC and CRC as well. In the row of CIRLRC, we also give the 
recognition error rates of LRC and CIR, that is the two parts of score fusing. In the same way, we 
list them, CRC and SIR, in the SIRCRC. Compare CRC and LRC, we can observe that CRC 
performs well on the ORL face database. And SIR is not as well as CIR in terms of recognition 
performance. While as we have analyzed in Sec. 3.2, the two parts in SIRCRC has greater 
irrelevance than in CIRLRC. Hereafter, we get a lower final error rates than CIRLRC on the 
ORL face database. 
 
Table 2 Recognition error rates (%)of different methods on the ORL face database 
Number of the original training samples per class 2 3 4 
SRC 22.25 11.93 09.92 
RCR 21.77 18.86 17.52 
LRC 21.56 18.93 15.42 
CIR 20.26 18.57 17.92 
CIRLRC( 1ω =0.6) 09.64 08.33 11.00 
CRC 16.56 15.00 11.25 
SIR 21.38 20.43 18.33 
SIRCRC( 1ω =0.8) 09.93 08.18 07.33 
SIRCRC( 1ω =0.7) 09.56 07.94 08.15 
SIRCRC( 1ω =0.6) 08.60 07.49 09.50 
 
4.2 Experiments on the FERET face database 
 
    The FERET database is one of the standard facial image database specially used for the face 
recognition algorithms[25]. We use a subset of it. It is composed of 1400 images from 200 
individuals with each subject providing 7 images. This subset includes the face images whose 
names contain two-character string: “ba”, “bj”, “bk”, “be”, “bf”, “bd” and “bg”. The images in 
this subset have pose variations of o15± , o25± , and also the variations of the illumination and 
expression. Before experiment, we use the down-sampling algorithm to resize each image into a 
4040×  pixel. Table 3 shows that our proposed method usually classifies more accurately than 
CIRCLC and the classical RBCM. 
 
Table 3 Recognition error rates (%) of different methods on the FERET face database 
Number of the original training samples per class 1 2 3 
SRC 64.90 52.77 56.00 
RCR 79.99 80.18 88.52 
LRC 80.18 59.97 60.87 
CIR 81.47 61.23 63.83 
CIRLRC( 1ω =0.8) 64.39 53.97 54.77 
CRC 55.67 41.60 55.63 
SIR 57.75 49.60 53.25 
SIRCRC( 1ω =0.8) 52.83 37.20 43.13 
SIRCRC( 1ω =0.7) 52.58 38.30 45.62 
SIRCRC( 1ω =0.6) 50.83 36.50 43.13 
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4.3 Experiments on the GT face database 
 
    In this subsection, we use the Georgia Tech (GT) face database [33] to test our method. It 
was built at Georgia Institute of Technology, which contains images of 50 people taken in two or 
three sessions. All people in the database were represented by 15 color JPEG images with 
cluttered background taken at the resolution of 480640×  pixels. The pictures show frontal or 
tilted faces with different facial expressions, lighting conditions and scale. Each image was 
manually labeled to determine the position of the face in the image. We use the face images with 
the background removed and each of these face images has the resolution of 3040×  pixels. 
They are all converted into gray images in advance. The first 2, 3 and 4 face images of each 
subject are used as training samples and the remaining images are taken as test samples.    
Table 4 shows again that CIRLRC and SIRCRC are better than SRC, RCR, LRC and CRC. 
Meanwhile, CIRLRC and SIRCRC have the similar recognition error rates.  
 
Table 4 Recognition error rates (%) of different methods on the GT face database 
Number of the original training samples per class 2 3 4 
SRC 45.26 42.17 40.24 
RCR 63.71 61.57 58.21 
LRC 54.15 49.17 44.36 
CIR 64.15 64.33 62.55 
CIRLRC( 1ω =0.9) 46.92 42.83 39.45 
CRC 57.54 54.50 52.55 
SIR 58.31 57.50 55.09 
SIRCRC( 1ω =0.8) 45.69 43.50 40.00 
SIRCRC( 1ω =0.7) 45.23 42.33 40.18 
SIRCRC( 1ω =0.6) 45.54 41.50 48.91 
 
4.4 Running time 
 
    In this subsection, we compare the computation efficiency between CIRLRC and SIRCRC 
on the ORL, FERET and GT face databases. The first 5, 3 and 4 face images of each subject are 
used as training samples and the remaining images are taken as test samples in the ORL, FERET 
and GT respectively. Table 5 describes the speed of CIRLRC and SIRCRC on face databases. It 
is obvious that the presented SIRCRC is more computational efficient than CIRLRC by the 11.81 
averaging speed-up times. 
 
Table 5 Speed on the face databases (Time s) 
 Number of training 
samples per class 
CIRLRC SIRCRC Speed-up(times) 
ORL 5 1452.51 139.93 10.38 
FERET 3 16495.38 1138.77 14.49 
GT 4 602.26 57.11 10.55 
 
5 Conclusions 
   Representation based classification method (RBCM) has attracted much attention in the last 
decade. It exploits the linear combination of training samples to represent the test sample and 
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then classify the test sample according to the minimum reconstruction residual. Among the 
RBCM, a novel concept, Inverse Representation (IR), is proposed recently. It makes the most of 
test samples' information to represent each training sample. The relative CIRLRC algorithm 
integrates IR and LRC by score fusing and shows the superior classification performance. 
However, it suffers from two aspects. One it is that the test vector contains some training sample 
information. The other is the computation inefficiency that CIRLRC should solve C  linear 
equations for classifying the test sample respectively, where C  is the number of the classes. 
Therefore, we present a novel method integrating simplified IR(MIR) and collaborative 
representation classification (CRC) for face recognition (SIRCRC). In SIRCRC, only test sample 
information is fully used in SIR, and CRC is more efficient than LRC in terms of speed, that is, 1 
linear equation system is needed. Extensive experimental results on ORL, FERET and GT 
databases show that it is very competitive with both CIRLRC and the state-of-the-art RBCM.     
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